The simulation contains a comprehensive view about the stage of takeoff and landing with auto control. This model display the simulation of takeoff and landing of aircraft with the help of simulink matlab. Some useful graph explain about positions angles and altitude of aircraft. In this model auto controller are used. Starting and journey of the model by the different Engineers . Mr Naser Give GUI based simulation work in his sereach study in Phd.This model run on matlab software. In matlab many block for design the aircraft take off and landing stages.
Introduction
This model is a variant of the vrtkoff example that shows how to trace trajectory of a moving object (the plane) in the scene.VR Tracer block adds the following behavior to the scene visualization:A marker is placed at the current position of the traced object in regular time intervals specified by the block sample time. Markers form a visible trace of the object's trajectory.
The distance between markers indicates the speed of the object at given position.In addition, marker color can be dynamically set using the second block input to represent another model property or status. VR Tracer block allows you to specify the following parameters: -Associated VRML File -Parent node of markers to create (useful when the traced object is inside other object in the scene hierarchy) -General marker shape to be selected from the listbox (select None for displaying line / triads below only) -Checkboxes to select whether you want to display trajectory as a line and/or axis-aligned triads -Marker scale -Marker color, to be defined in block input or in the block mask.
-Sample time -Checkbox to ensure that a viewer window is open during simulation In this example, a tetrahedron shape is used as a general shape marker, together with both trajectory line and triads.
II. Review And Letretural
Aircraft take off and landing stages were designed in 2007. Mr Naser was reseach more in takeoff and landing and give some improved design using matlab simulation. In 2009 Mr. Grijesh Singh worked for landing of aircraft and give great job in simulation but some problem in autocrollers. Same time Mr Jaccob Itlacy give take off and landing program with using C Language and apreceated by all, great job.
Mr. Naser continuously reseach for takeoff and landing using matlab simulation. In 2012 Mr naser again made some simulation of landing in his M Tech Program.Finally in 2014 Mr Naser give both take off and landing stage using GUI program in matlab. In matlab he give the great achievement and thanks to matlab software group. 
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V. Conclution
Atomic Subsystem. A subsystem treated as a unit by an implementation of the design documented in this report. The implementation computes the outputs of all the blocks in the atomic subsystem before computing the next block in the parent system's block execution order (sorted list). Block Diagram. A Simulink block diagram represents a set of simultaneous equations that relate a system or subsystem's inputs to its outputs as a function of time. Each block in the diagram represents an equation of the form y = f(t, x, u) where t is the current time, u is a block input, y is a block output, and x is a system state (see the Simulink documentation for information on the functions represented by the various types of blocks that make up the diagram). Lines connecting the blocks represent dependencies amonng the blocks, i.e., inputs whose current values are the outputs of other blocks. An implementation of a design described in this document computes a root or atomic system's outputs at each time step by computing the outputs of the blocks in an order determined by block input/output dependencies. Block Parameter. A variable that determines the output of a block along with its inputs, for example, the gain parameter of a Gain block. Block Execution Order. The order in which Simulink evaluates blocks during simulation of a model.The block execution order determined by Simulink ensures that a block executes only after all blocks on whose outputs it depends are executed. Checksum. A number that indicates whether different versions of a model or atomic subsystem differ functionally or only cosmetically. Different checksums for different versions of the same model or subsystem indicate that the versions differ functionally.
Design Variable.
A symbolic (MATLAB) variable or expression used as the value of a block parameter.Design variables allow the behavior of the model to be altered by altering the value of the design variable. Signal. A block output, so-called because block outputs typically vary with time. Virtual Subsystem. A subsystem that is purely graphical, i.e., is intended to reduce the visual complexity of the block diagram of which it is a subsystem. An implementation of the design treats the blocks in the subsystem as part of the first nonvirtual ancestor of the virtual subsystem .
